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Legislative Committee Meeting Minutes 
Thursday February 28, 2019 

11:00am – 12:00pm 
Dial-in Number: (641) 715-0700 

Access Code: 646645# 

A. Welcome/Call Meeting to Order – Todd R. & Paul S. – 11:02am
1. Roll Call – John Lux

Paul Sirmons 
Todd Roobin 
John Lux 
Christy Andreoni 
Tony Stopperan 
Susan Simms 
Niki Welge 

Michelle Hillery 
Gail Morgan 
Jeanne Corcoran 
Sheena Fowler 
Sandy Lighterman 
Herta Suarez 
Tamara Jones 

Tyler Martinolich 
Jesse Brock 
Nicholas Popp 
Wendy Keeling 
Slater Bayliss 

2. Media Guests, Recording & Mute Phones
John Lux asked if there were any media members on the call or in the room, there were none. 
John also reminded everyone the call was being recorded, if anyone needed to step away from 
the call please do not put the call on hold since most have hold music and he asked that 
everyone mute their phones when not speaking to avoid background noise. 

B. Update on Legislation – Slater Bayliss & Sarah Busk
Slater Bayliss reported that the last couple of weeks in Tallahassee have been successful for
our efforts in turning a new page beyond the old incentive program. Senator Joe Gruters is a
strong leader as our champion on the Senate side. Senator Gruters had SB 526 heard in his
committee and it passed through unanimously. The next stop will be Senator Wilton Simpson’s
committee. The early momentum is strong in the Senate with positive media coverage
surrounding the new bill. While AFP has come out against the bill, they have not come out
against the concepts within it but continue to focus on the old incentive program.

Slater commented on Executive leadership. Governor DeSantis has a legislative background 
having served on Congress and has a respect and understanding for the process. The Governor 
has been measured in his comments on business incentives in general. The First Lady has 
expressed desire to do a set visit to a Florida production, so Slater and John have been working 
on coordinating that. Niki Welge noted that the OFE still does not have direction as an agency in 
regards to Governor DeSantis’ support of their office or the industry in general. Standing by for 
that feedback, and in the meantime working with their new DEO Director Ken Lawson on travel 
and budgeting for their department. 

Slater reported on the House of Representatives. Under Speaker Corcoran’s previous 
leadership, not only was the House against incentives, but they moved to eliminate the OFE. New 
leadership in the House follows much the same philosophy on incentives. Conversations and 
relationships are being built with various leaders in the House to communicate the aspects of the 
new program. Speaker Oliva has indicated he will not allow incentive bills to move in the House, 
making it difficult to find a champion on the House side to file our bill. However, the effort 
continues from Film Florida legislative team. Sandy Lighterman asked whether there was any 
positive indication that we would get a House sponsor. Slater provided some background, 
explaining there was support from Representative Raschein in the beginning but she was 
transferred to a leadership team and cannot file any individual bills. From there, we have been 
building relationships with Representative Ponder, Buchanan and LaMarca. All three support our 
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industry and would like to file a bill, but are currently in a holding pattern waiting for the Governor 
to indicate which of his priorities are to be filed as bills from certain Representatives. On the 
Democratic side, Representative Ben Diamond has also been in conversation and is an individual 
respected across both aisles. 
 
Tyler Martinolich asked Slater to confirm whether the COMPASS bill was pulled by 
Representative Grieco yesterday, and asked whether we know why Senator Torres filed his 
recent film bill. Slater confirmed that the COMPASS bill was withdrawn but has not verified the 
reason. Senator Torres has been a champion of the industry for many years but Slater does not 
know the background on why he filed it at this point and who he may be working with.  
 
Niki Welge asked in the case that Film Florida does not secure a House sponsor, what is our 
next step? Slater explained that Film Florida leadership is developing a strategy surrounding our 
bill being a Senate priority. If we do get an offer from a House champion to file a bill, we would 
have to think carefully about whether we do indeed want to go that route. House sub-committees 
only meet up until week 4 of session, and under the rules of the legislature if a bill is assigned a 
sub-committee and does not get heard in time, the bill is prohibited from being heard on any other 
forum. The better strategy might be to have the bill as part of a larger Senate package rather than 
moving it through the House. Film Florida legislative leadership would have to decide what to 
proceed with should the opportunity arise in the House. 
 
Sandy Lighterman asked whether we think we will be heard in the next Senate Committee on 
Innovation and Technology. Slater said his team is currently working on that with committee staff 
and Senator Simpson. Sandy asked even if we are not heard, can we still be rolled into a larger 
Senate bill? Slater confirmed this is correct. 
 
Paul Sirmons asked whether we should encourage a small group of Film Florida members to 
send a letter to request support from Senator Simpson on being agenda’d for the next committee 
meeting. Slater replied that there are some careful steps on the bill and amendments that we 
need to button up with the committee staff before reaching out to Senator Simpson. 
 
Paul Sirmons asked if by chance our bill passes but we were not allocated funding, whether that 
would be a positive thing moving forward since we would get our program officially in legislation 
and return to ask for funding next year. Slater confirmed this would be a positive step forward. 
 
Michelle Hillery asked about Senator Stewart’s bill regarding use of tourism bed tax for the film 
industry. Slater confirmed it is currently dormant and has not moved forward in committees. 
 
Todd Roobin inquired about the other film bills currently filed and whether that might muddy up 
the waters of our efforts. Slater noted that it has been Film Florida’s position not to come out 
against any bill that supports the industry in general and simply to focus on the efforts of our own 
bill. 
 
Jeanne Corcoran thanked John, Slater and Sarah for keeping the Legislative Committee 
members regularly up to date on legislative updates and giving everyone the tools and 
information to inform their own local communities and stay current with the process. Michelle 
Hillery concurred that having the bullet points to stay on point with Film Florida’s message has 
been incredibly helpful and essential. 
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C. Agenda: Additions & Deletions – **MOTION TO APPROVE  
Michelle Hillery made a Motion to Approve the agenda.  
Sandy Lighterman seconded the Motion. 
The Motion carried unanimously. 

 
D. SB 526 Update* – Paul Sirmons & Todd Roobin 

1. Next Committee Stop- Committee on Innovation, Industry and Technology 
Todd Roobin & Paul Sirmons noted that this was discussed during Slater’s update (see item B). 

 
Michelle Hillery asked to confirm if the program now makes the base rebate 20% with a potential 
for a 3% bonus. Paul confirmed this is correct per the amendment that was passed in Senator 
Gruter’s committee. 

 
John Lux noted that if call attendees click on the SB 526 hyperlink, they will see the 
amendments that were passed on SB 526. The hyperlink to the Committee on Innovation, 
Industry and Technology shows which Senators sit on that particular committee. 

 
2. Calls to Action Strategy 

John Lux explained that we have three levels of Calls to Action. The first is an individual letter 
from Film Florida leadership, the second is an email campaign with the goal of about 100 letters 
from Film Florida members, and the third would be a bigger Call to Action through social media 
and beyond with the goal 5,000+ participants. Film Florida takes cues from Slater and Sarah on 
what level to move forward with, so John recommended that everyone keep a close eye on their 
emails in case the second or third level is requested for the next committee hearing. 
 
E. Partner Update – John Lux 

1. Associated Industries of Florida (AIF) 
John Lux explained that Slater working with their lobbyist to pull together an official 
statement/quote of support. John also spoke with their representative while in Tallahassee for a 
recent visit and they are a strong partner. 

 
2. Florida TaxWatch 

John Lux reported that the press release announcing the Florida TaxWatch report went out on 
Wednesday, February 20. The report was also dropped off at a number of legislator’s offices last 
week. Film Florida also has a one sheet on the report if anyone is in need of it. 

 
3. Florida Chamber 

John Lux explained that while he spent last week in Tallahassee participating in the Florida 
Chamber Legislative Fly-In, our point of contact with the Florida Chamber mentioned SB 526 at 
beginning of event and there were a lot of people talking about industry. There was a great 
reception Tuesday evening with 25+ legislators, and John made contact with most of them. At the 
reception at the Governor’s Mansion Wednesday evening, Governor DeSantis didn’t take pictures 
so there weren’t any opportunities to have a conversation. 

 
F. Additional Legislation – John Lux 

1. COMPASS Bill (SB 1014 / HB 867) 
John Lux reported that HB 867 was recently withdrawn. Sarah Busk had indicated to John that it 
could be from a change of plan or change of heart. John is still monitoring SB 1014 closely, but it 
has not moved in any committees as of yet. 

 
2. Tourism Development Tax (SB 726) 

MOTION 
TO 
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John Lux reported that SB 726 has not moved as of yet. It is a controversial bill since many 
legislators are not willing to go after funding from the tourism industry. 

 
3. Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program (SB 1394) 

John Lux reported that this bill was filed by Senator Torres. We are uncertain about the 
background on why it was filed. We were not asked for input before it was filed. John will be 
contacting their office next week, but has been holding off due to a family death for Senator 
Torres. This is not a bill that we anticipate going very far through the process. 

 
G. OFE Legislative Update – Niki Welge 
Niki Welge reported that the OFE is keeping a close watch on 8 total bills related to the industry 
and/or their office. There is a new Legislative Affairs Director for DEO, Matt Spritz, with strong 
connections amongst the legislature. Jeanne Corcoran asked which bills they are monitoring. 
Niki indicated the following: SB 526 (Senator Gruters targeted grant program), SB 618 (Senator 
Perry, tax on commercial real property which would affect sales tax exemption program), SB 726 
(Senator Stewart, tourism tax bill), HB 867 (Rep Greico, COMPASS bill – already withdrawn), SB 
1014 (Senator Taddeo, COMPASS bill), SB 1016 (Senator Taddeo, public records exemption, 
associated with the COMPASS bill), SB 1394 (Senator Torres film bill), HB 3349 (Representative 
Ponder, Film Florida’s targeted marketing appropriations bill for $1 million). 

 
H. Open Comments  
Todd Roobin commented on Cast & Crew updates, which are fairly up to date on legislative 
updates for any new bills or amendments filed and he anticipates that industry professionals 
around the country are tuning in. Paul Sirmons asked Susan Simms if she believes that is the 
case from a Los Angeles perspective. Susan noted that the degree of activity and number of bills 
has people interested, many of which were not expecting much activity for our industry after the 
gubernatorial elections. It has given her the opportunity to have more conversations and to bring 
up the local incentives more. 

 
I. Adjournment – 12:06pm 
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